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Funders and Partners

About WoFF2020

World of Film Internaonal Fesval is Glasgow’s annual independent film event, 
currently in its seventh edion. Our main focus is to promote independent 
internaonal cinema and new talent from Scotland, the UK and beyond. 
Our aim is Our aim is to bring local and Sco sh audiences together with filmmakers, 
producers, arsts and cinema enthusiasts from all around the world, in an 
aempt to discover new talent, showcase their work and generate ideas for 
future projects. WoFF is a non-profit organisaon bringing audiences a step 
closer to internaonal independent cinema and giving voice to young arsts.

Festival Director                   Martin I. Petrov
Programme Coordinator              Matthew Floyd
Staff and Volunteers Coordinator          Claudia Detomaso
Social Media and Marketing Coordinator     Stuart Hamilton
Audio-visual Technical Support Specialist     Andrew Robinson

and all Volunteer and Submission Viewers

 @WoFFGlasgow    #WoFF2020   woffglasgow.com     

Team

https://www.woffglasgow.com
https://www.facebook.com/woffglasgow/
https://www.twitter.com/woffglasgow/
https://www.instagram.com/woffglasgow/
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WELCOME TO WOFF2020!

To ensure the safety of our audience and team, we have decided to move 
WoFF2020 towards a hybrid approach, with our programme including both 
online and offline events.  

Our focus remains on showcasing independent cinema from all over the 
world, through our First Features, Shorts Compe on, Female Perspecve and 
Focus on Balkan Cinema strands.  

WWe connue supporng the world of animaon, with our 3rd Animaon Day 
in Glasgow, in collaboraon with Animaze and our partners. 

This year we will also have the pleasure of presenng 10 tles that were 
shortlisted for Best Short Film Award at EFA: The European Film Awards.

Whether you join us at the cinema or online, we hope you enjoy #WoFF2020

The WoFF2020 Team
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Jury and Awards
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Our Jury selects winners in the following categories:

All winners will be announced on our social media channels and website on October 11th. 

Best Short Film
Best Short Film in Female Perspectives
Best Short Film in Balkan Focus
Best First Feature 
Best Female Perspective Feature
Best Animation

Dekel Berenson is a UK based writer, director, and member of the Academy of Moon 
Picture Arts and Sciences. Drawing inspiraon from travelling to more than sixty 
countries, Dekel explores real-world social and humanitarian issues. His film ‘Anna’ 
premiered in Compe on at the 72nd Cannes Film Fesval, won the Best Brish Short 
Film award at the 22nd BIFA awards, and was shortlisted for a BAFTA. His short film, 
‘Ashmina’ won numerous prizes, including Best Short Film at the 59th Krakow Film 
Fesval and Best Live Acon Short at the 36th Jerusalem Film Fesval, qualifying the 
film film for Academy Awards consideraon. 

Amanda Rogers, Filmmaker and Creave Producer, has been a documentary filmmaker, 
creave producer, videographer, and editor for over a decade. Originally from the USA, 
she has worked on non-profit, educaonal, and historical documentary films and creave 
projects with organisaons such as Carnegie Hall, the United Naons, Cibank, and Alvin 
Ailey American Dance Theatre. First working in NYC, Amanda moved to Edinburgh to 
complete her MSc in Film, Exhibion, and Curaon at the University of Edinburgh and 
connues to work on films in Edinburgh through her company, RPP Producons, as well as 
working on her working on her startup film event and exhibion company, Cinetopia. 

Rory 子豪 Power-Gibb is a Singaporean-Brish filmmaker from an Assistant Director 
background who has worked on some of the biggest blockbuster tles of recent years 
such as Tenet (2020), Dunkirk (2017) and Jason Bourne (2016). Growing up in Spain, his 
first love was that of languages and the subject became the focus of his baccalaureate 
studies. Upon moving to Scotland, he grew an understanding of and an adoraon for a 
new language; that of film. Aer graduang from the University of Srling, Rory broke into 
the film industry working on The Man from U.N.C.L.E (2013) . Whilst on the job, he 
ororganised, manoeuvred and helped recreate a war photograph of his grandfather, Hugh 
Grant’s father and Guy Ritchie’s father. Rory is currently based in Edinburgh with his wife, 
Eilidh, where he is wring his debut feature; a romanc drama about Eilidh’s genec 
condion: cysc fibrosis.
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Tickets and Venues

Tickets for both our online and live events will be available through our partners Cizen Ticket. 
For every cket purchased, Cizen Tickets will donate to the Naonal Forest to help plant and 
maintain trees. For more informaon on Cizen Tickets’ mission, visit www.cizencket.co.uk/trees/

Cinema Screening

Our opening film The Woman Who Ran will be screened at Cineworld on Renfrew Street, Screen 4.

Enhanced sEnhanced safety measures will be in place for the safety of all our aendees. All ckets must be 
booked in advance via Cizen Ticket as the cinema operate at a reduced capacity. Seats will be 
allocated in order to ensure adherence to social distancing guidelines. Face coverings will be 
mandatory. If you wish to buy a cket on the day, you will be asked to download the Cizen Ticket 
app or complete the purchase on their website.

For further details on Cineworld’s safety policy, please visit 
www.cineworld.co.uk/stac/en/uk/blog/cineworld-cinemas-reopening-safety-measures-coronavirus-covid-19

Online ScOnline Screenings

Our ckets are sold on a pay what you can basis, meaning that you can choose the price you would 
like to pay based on your financial availability. You can choose between £3, £5 and £7. If you would 
like to request a free cket, please e-mail claudia@woffglasgow.com 

Upon puUpon purchasing a cket for an online screening, you will receive a link to stream the film. Please 
note that the virtual screening room will open 5 minutes before the scheduled screening me, so 
you will not be able to access it beforehand. As the films are screened live, you can enter at any me 
aer the screening begins, but you will not be able to rewind the content.

For opmal viewing experience, make sure you use the latest updated version of your browser of 
choice with a fast broadband connecon. Please note that in order to safeguard our tles’ premiere 
status, all online screenings will be geo-blocked to the United Kingdom only.

Choose a full Choose a full FESTIVAL PASS to gain access to every event in a bundle deal that saves you money and 
means you don't miss a thing!

7 Renfrew Street
Glasgow
G2 3AB

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/woff-world-of-film-international-festival-pass/
https://goo.gl/maps/Ht52XpxT3CqLSZJi8


OPENING FILM               supported by

The Woman Who Ran (Domangchin yeoja) by Sang-soo Hong 
South Korea | 2020 | 77 mins | 
Starring: Min-hee Kim, Hae-hyo Kwon, Eun-mi Lee, Seon-mi Song | 
While her husband is on a business trip, Gamhee meets three of her friends 
on the outskirts of Seoul. They make frivendly conversation but there are 
didifferent currents owing independently of each other, both above and 
below the surface. 

Cineworld Renfrew Street | 8.10 | 7 pm | TICKETS
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THURSDAY 8TH 

SHORTS COMPETITION 1

Witness by Ali Asgari | Iran | 2020 | 15 min | A mother helps an elderly 
woman in a shopping mall in Tehran.  A tragedy occurs, brutally 
confronting her with the impact of her actions. 

Atlas by Maciej Kawalski | Poland | 2019 | 22 min | Atlas is currently 
being considered for 92nd Academy Awards having won two 
Oscar Oscar Qualifying Film Festivals. Starring Tomasz Kot (the lead of Cold War,
which was nominated for three Academy Awards) who is also to star as 
Nicola Tesla in an upcoming biopic. The story takes us to a remote, and 
a bit crazy, psychiatric hospital, which receives a curious patient — the 
man doesn’t move nor speak, but spends his days standing with his h
ands up. The only thing known is his nickname — ‘Atlas’. In a word, he is a 
riddle, and a riveting one at that.

TTo Bleed True by Karl Richter | US | 2019 | 12 min | A Photographer with a 
supernatural ability to see the future encounters a client who’s future changes 
her own. 

CELL 364 by Mathilde Babo & Zoé Rossion | France, Germany | 2020 | 5 min | 
A former Stasi prisoner revisits his cell. 

He Ran He Ran by Shi Qiu | Scotland, UK | 2019 | 28 min| In Glasgow, international 
students from China navigate their potential futures and affinities with the city. 
Careers, relationships and cultures are explored in a narrative that traverses the 
West End, Kelvinhaugh and the Necropolis.

Online Screening with Q&A | 8.10 | 2 pm | TICKETS

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/the-woman-who-ran-opening-film/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/shorts-competition-1/


SHORTS COMPETITION 2

The Wall by Andrew Fisher | UK | 2019 | 10 min | A man who starts the day knowing he loves 
someone and someone loves him. He starts to realise that what he’s saying isn’t being heard. 
His questions are not being answered and the person he thought would be listening isn’t. 
The only other presence is the wall and the rugged and dramatic landscape that it occupies. 
His desperation begins to show as he searches for answers. There may be an opening, but it 
mmay not be the one he wants to step through.

Watermark by Rebecca Maddalo | US | 2019 | 24 min | When Meg moves in with her longtime 
boyfriend, she is suddenly terrorised by memories of a past trauma from years earlier. Desperate 
to move forward with the life she wants, she constructs an imagined space in her mind to confront her ghosts and 
battle their grasp on her reality.

Silicon Caesar – Short Film by Chuck Griffith | US | 2019 | 15 min | A megalomaniac CEO is fatally usurped the night 
before a new A.I. product release.

DDA YIE by Anthony N | Ghana | 2019 | 20 min | A foreigner in Ghana gets an assignment from his gang to nd 
kids for a risky job that will take place later that evening. While spending the day with two energetic children, Prince 
and Matilda, he starts to question his decision and how it will affect their lives.

NOVEMBER 1ST by Charlie Manton | UK | 2019 | 29 min | Traveling to witness the execution of her son’s murder, a 
mother is torn between retaliation and reconnecting with her estranged daughter.

HOME by Celeste Harper Davis | UK | 2020 | 5 min | June suffers from dementia but refuses to give up the memory 
of her rst love, and with it her identity.

Online ScOnline Screening with Q&A| 8.10 | 4.30 pm | TICKETS

EUROPEAN FILM ACADEMY SHORTS 1 

Pasion Avenue by Thanasis Neofostos | Greece | 2019 | 12 min | Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Candidate | 
Yanni’s mum is on her way to audition for a role as Shakespeare’s Viola, when she learns that her young son has 
been left home alone. Through a series of phone calls, she ghts to balance the most important roles of her life, 
whilst walking in the most controversial area of central Athens, Patision Avenue. 

A A Worthy Manby Krisan Håskjold | Denmark | 2019 | 19 min | Leuven Short Film Candidate | Night after night 
Erik works alone in his bakery. His only company is the late-night radio show, which he persistently attempts to get 
through to to be honoured “Joker of the Week”. He has gradually become more and more distant to his family, and 
all his efforts to re-establish the connection seem in vain. A growing depression hurls Erik into a tailspin, that in the 
end culminates in a desperate cry for help. 

The ChriThe Christmas Gi by Bogdan Muresanu | Romania / Spain | 2019 | 23 min | Tampere Short Film Candidate | On 
the 20th of December, 1989, a few days after Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu’s bloody repression in 
Timisoara, a father’s quiet evening turns to sheer ordeal as he nds out that his little son has mailed a letter of 
wishes to Santa. As far as the child understood, his father’s desire was to see Ceausescu dead. 

The The Tent by Rebecca Figenschau| | Norway | 2019 | 17 min | Bristol Short Film Candidate | A dysfunctional family 
of four is going camping, and poor communications skills make it a struggle to co-operate when trying to put up a 
complicated tent. The kids are reacting badly to the increasingly uncomfortable tension, as an underlying conict 
between the two parents is slowly forced to the surface – and a shocking secret is nally revealed. 

(Fool Time) Job by Gilles Cuvelier | France | 2019 | 17́ | Uppsala Short Film Candidate | Animation ultrices gravida. 
Risus commodo viverra maecenas accumsan lacus vel facilisis. 

Online Screening | 8.10 | 7 pm | TICKETS 7

THURSDAY 8TH 

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/shorts-competition-5/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/european-film-academy-shorts-1/


FEMALE PERSPECTIVES SHORTS 1

I AM GOD by Madalina Mateciuc | Scotland, UK | 2019 | 9 min | I AM GOD, follows the journey of Ana, a teenager 
battling PTSD, desperate to gain control over her life. I AM GOD is paving the way towards girls empowerment and 
well-being in a broken modern society. Spiritual healing has an ancient pedigree, with much evidence of success.

Sunshine by Carla Malling Agger | Denmark | 2019 | 29 min | The 7-year-old girl, Solvej, lives alone with her mentally 
ill mother in a messy apaill mother in a messy apartment. Her mother is sick, but Solvej cannot see why, because the sickness is inside her 
mothers head. Solvej eats canned food and goes to school in her dirty clothes. Amidst all the mess, Solvej dreams 
herself away in her drawings, which come alive to take her away from the world, she’s been placed in. In her troubled 
daily life, there are only small beams of hope. When her mothers mental illness worsens, it is up to Solvej to ght and 
accept the terms, she and her mother are faced with.

TheThere Were Four of Us by Cassie Shao | US, China | 2019 | 7 min | There Were Four of Us tells a dream journey that 
travels through a room where four characters are trapped, through moments in their lives and through the symbol 
of death that connected them together.
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FRIDAY 9TH 

SHORTS COMPETITION 3

Henet Ward by Morad Mostafa | Egypt | 2020 | 23 min | Halima, a Sudanese henna 
painter goes to Basma’s, a young Egyptian bride to prepare her for her wedding: under the 
eyes of her daughter Ward, the encounter between the two women grows from complicity 
to suddenly unveiled tensions.

Ladder Ladder to You by Victoria Watson & Chris Watson | Scotland, UK | 2019 | 5 min | Ladder 
to You is an octogenarian love story. Old Eric is tired of life without his dear wife, Elsie, but 
in his darkest moment she shows him that true love never dies.

Home Time Home Time by Bhulla Beghal | UK | 2020 | 4 min | Made during the CV19 lockdown and 
commissioned by Multistory as part of their project, Stories in Isolation, Home Time tells a 
child’s simple point of view during a congested and manic period. In the midst of a 
nationwide lockdown, a school-boy is just a boy. Now that school is been taken from him, 
his realisation of how much he loved his teachers, classmates and the routine arises and he 
poetically awaits the day he can return.

YYou are the One by Sarab Sahni | Scotland, UK | 2019 | 14 min | A novelist named Mia 
gets inspired by a crush a stranger has on her beloved husband, Mark. Mark is affable and 
Mia decides to bring Freya in between their marriage. Being fascinated with an outcome, 
Mia gets carried away and imagines her biggest nightmare that possibly becomes a reality.

Mirror Site by Karl Richter | US | 2020 | 13 min | A young man nds himself questioning 
his reality through an eerie, repetitive phone-call.

SandSandra Loves Guns by Julia Tarissan and Swann Darcy | France | 2019 | 6 min | 1990. New 
York. In an interview with an underground reporter, a cocaine wholesaler reviews his life.

The House Abandon by Clint D’Souza | Canada | 2020 | 7 min | A young kid, Cody, 
receives a mysterious package appears with the game THE HOUSE ABANDON. Can Cody 
survive this interactive horror text game or become another in its long line of victims?

Online Screening with Q&A | 9.10 | 12 pm | TICKETS

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/shorts-competition-2/


High Flying Jade by Katherine Sweetman | Vietnam | 2019 | 22 min | Walking the line 
between mindfulness and adrenaline rush, an American, bipolar, aerialist tries to 
reconcile her suicidal inclinations, her past life as an air traffic controller and the pressures 
of training for opening night at the Vietnamese circus.

Alina Alina by Rami Kodeih | US| 2019 | 25 min | As Nazis separate children from their parents 
in the Warsaw Ghetto, a gang of women risks everything to smuggle their friend’s 
three-month-old baby to safety. Inspired by true events, starring Alia Shawkat (Arrested 
Development, Animals) and Edin Gali (Mad Men).

Changing LA by Andrea Fiorenni Del Río | US | 2020 | 4 min | About nding that line 
between preservation and evolution.

Online Screening with Q&A | 9.10 | 2.30 pm | TICKETS
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FRIDAY 9TH 

FEMALE PERSPECTIVE COMPETITION

This Is Where I Meet You by Katharina Ludwig 
Germany | 2019 | 81 mins | 
Starring: Helene Blechinger, Anton Spieker, Tala Al Deen, Peter Marty | 
AActress Charlotte is struggling with her craft and even more with herself. She has 
messed up yet another audition and even her self-written apple tree monologue 
seems to be working against her. Frustrated by the realities of an artistic career and 
her fear of failing, Charlotte escapes on a camping trip to sunny Croatia with her 
boyfriend Georg. But the trip’s dynamic changes when their plans for a fun-lled 
couples vacation misre. While Georg spends his time at a music festival in the 
hope of scoring a DJ gig, Charlotte is left stranded in the middle of nowhere.

Online ScOnline Screening | 9.10 | 5 pm | TICKETS

EUROPEAN FILM ACADEMY SHORTS 2

EGG by Marna Scarpelli | France / Denmark | 2019 | 13́ | Vienna Short Film Candidate | A woman is locked in her 
home with an egg, which she is both attracted to and scared of. She eats the egg, she repents. She kills it. She lets the 
egg die of hunger. 

RReconstrucon by Jiří Havlíček & Ondřej Novák | Czech Republic | 2019 | 15́ | Motovun Short Film Candidate | Olda 
(17) is an accused waiting for his trial in a detention centre for juveniles. The monotone prison life is gradually 
intertwined with memories of a police reconstruction. It took one summer night for the holiday boredom to turn into a 
cruel fun that resulted in death. 

EDNA – One of MaEDNA – One of Many by Vuk Mitevski | North Macedonia / Belgium | 2019 | 11́ | Krakow Short Film Candidate | EDNA 
is animation which was inspired by the refugee crisis, where Macedonia played the unfortunate role of a transit country; 
in essence it is a love story set in a very unusual circumstances, told in a very abstract and poetic way. 

Hard on by Joanna Rytel | Sweden | 2019 | 19́ | Nijmegen Short Film Candidate | Secretly, she is lming everything. In 
a surreal apartment a cougar, a guest, a child and promises of a dog if the child plays along.

Online Screening | 9.10 | 7 pm | TICKETS

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/female-perspective-shorts-1/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/this-is-where-i-meet-you-female-perspective-competition/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/european-film-academy-shorts-2/
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FRIDAY 9TH - SATURDAY 10TH

FIRST FEATURE COMPETITION

15 Years by Yuval Hadadi | 
 Israel | 2019 | 90 mins | 
Starring: Oded Leopold, Udi Persi, Ruth Asarsai, Dan Mor | Yoav’s demons 
start haunting him after his best friend becomes pregnant without telling 
him, and after his boyfriend of 15 years starts talking about children too. 
HHis life unravels, and self-destruction seems inevitable. 

Online Screening | 9.10 | 9 pm | TICKETS

WOMEN IN ANIMATION PANEL

As part of Glasgow’s third Animation Day, WoFF will host a free virtual panel with women 
who work in the animation industries. The panelists will share their experience, insight and 
advice on working in the animation, VR and AI industries.
Panelists will include Candy Guard, Tracy Shaw, Kitty Taylor,  and representatives from 
Animated Women Scotland

LiLivestreamed on Facebook | 10.10 | 2.30 pm | FREE

ANIMATION DAY IN GLASGOW: THIRD EDITION

Brush by Garre Lewis | US | 2020 | 3 min | 
Brush is an animated short lm that follows a boy growing up through the lens of his bathroom 
mirror. 

Just a Small by Na Kyung Kim | Korea | 2019 | 5 min| Just like ancient mural paintings, a painting 
drawn on six of 30 inches * 40 inches panels has a story to tell. It is a story of a small eel wishing to 
bebecome something greater than itself. 

Nunofyrbeeswax – Tormento by Maren Sosada | Germany | 2020 | 4 min | How we experience our 
role models is a subjective matter. But we all imitate, determine who’s not right for us and who could
 be. It’s a chaotic ride full of frustration and anger about the lack of diversity. In the end we realize, 
it was the search for ourselves all along. This all came together as a music video for Berlin based band 
Nunofyrbeeswax. 

Brish AnimBrish Animaon Women: Breaking The Mold by Sarah Ann Kennedy Parr | UK | 2019 | Documentary Form | 
48 min | Between 1990 and today 6.5% of animation series created in the UK have been written and directed 
by women. I made my own adult animated series, Crapston Villas, in the nineties for Channel 4, and thought I 
was the beginning of a revolution. Sadly I was not, so I set out on a journey to talk to women across the 
animation industry whether writers, producers, directors or art-workers to nd out what’s happened. 

On The MOn The Move by Zi Ye | UK | 2019 | 2 min | This project examines mental issues such as panic and anxiety in 
our daily life. These situations may arise over and over again but will also pass, since life is a strange loop, 
everything will always on the move. The work attempts to unfold the serious and common mental symptoms 
through visual methods in a poetic way. Feelings of uneasiness are intangible, personal, and obstinate, but in 

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/15-years-first-feature-competition/
https://www.facebook.com/woffglasgow/


The Babysier by Paul Monaghan | UK | 2020 | 11 min | A novelist renting a 
house in a remote corner of the British Isles get’s involved with a gang of local 
villains. 

Rude Sleeping Beauty by Paul Baker | US | 2020 | 3 min | The real story of 
Sleeping Beauty. 

Magic DMagic Dream by Tomás Welss | Chile | 2019 | 11 min| A painted stop-motion animation that tells the story of a 
magician on stage trying to perform his show. As his magic goes wrong, he loses control and gets weak. The 
wizard timidly reintegrates to the set and tries to extract a rabbit from his hat. The rabbit rejects the magician 
and his environment. As he keeps crumbling down, the rabbit offers him help, to deal with the misleading and 
confusing magic and to confront his life.

RRawr by Sorcha McGlinchey | UK | 2020 | 3 min | A young dinosaur enthusiast is thrilled to discover her 
favourite show has announced a feature lm to be released in April! But when the day comes for her to see the 
lm, Clíodhna learns that the UK has entered lockdown. How will Clíodhna overcome this huge 
disappointment? RAWR is a short lm written and directed by Sorcha McGlinchey, executive producer Joel 
Simon and the score was composed by Calum McCormick. RAWR was funded by BBC NI and NI screen.

MaMaster Moley By Royal Invitaon by Leon Joosen | UK | 2019 | 30 min| The story of a young Mole and his 
adventure to pick a rose from the Queen’s Garden, not knowing that this simple act will change, not only his life, 
but the life of all Moles. 

Plunge by David James Holloway & Samuel Lawrence | UK | 2019 | 5 min| A boy reminisces 
about his rst love.  

Gravedad by Masse Gonzalez | Germany | 2019 | 10 min | In a world where gravity changes 
constantly, you have to nd something to keep you grounded.

WWerewolf in a Gucci by Sweater Bradley Wilkinson | 2019 | 2 min | Meet a werewolf in a Gucci
sweater, our new friend in the city! Him and his wife are super into dance parties  and making 
friendly dope conversation. Come grab a wine glass of orange juice and let's 
sit back and relax.

A A Poem in Bamboo by Chun-Yao Chang, XuFei Wu | 2019 | 5 min | Life is not always smooth. When bad things 
happen, some people are lucky enough to move on, but not the old lady A-Yuan. Either because of the deepest 
love to her lover or social constriction, that women should belong to her husband. A-Yuan was trapped in the 
past after the death of her lover. The big house contains lots of memories; the illusion of happiness lives that 
created by A-yuan and those good times between the nephew and A-Yuan when he was a kid. However, there is 
no way to stop the time or go back to the past. For those who are unwilling to move forward, there must be a 
ststory behind it. And that is difficult for outsiders to understand what they have been through. This lm is a 
glimpse of a traditional silence woman who doesn’t talk much but has lots of secrets in her mind.

Dispatches from the Vietnam War: Beer, Bunkers and Typewriters by Keith Lane | 2019 | 5 min | 'Dispatches 
from the Vietnam War: Beer, Bunkers and Typewriters' follows the surreal and existential journey of a young 
soldier entering war for the rst time. Not long after I rst met Lloyd I started hearing stories about his time in 
Vietnam during the war. Each one cut through the archetypes I had often heard about the war and wars in 
general. Each one insightful and nuanced. Each one led to a desire to hear more. Details behind why he 
volunteered to join the Army; what it was like for him to y on an airplane for the rst time, let alone one 
heading heading to war; and his transition from Vietnam home were left out due to time constraints. So too were a few 
other stories. Perhaps those will be shared at a later date. What remains are three stories that pull you into a 
world of a young man navigating the paradoxes of conict at a pivotal time in his life. 

Online Screening | 10.10 | All Day starng at 9 am BST | TICKETS
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SATURDAY 10TH

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/animation-day-in-glasgow-third-edition/
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SATURDAY 10TH

SHORTS COMPETITION 4 

The SeahoThe Seahorse Trainer by Ricardo Bonisoli | Canada | 2019 | 13 min | Enter the surreal and 
nautical world of Seamour. A lonely old man with a passion for training seahorses. 
Desperate to have his most prized seahorse perform the highly ambitious “Triple Back Flip”, 
the nal day of training has come and it’s up to his knowledge, preparation and the 
seahorse’s determination to see the trick come to life. But when the hourglass turns, 
Seamour realizes it is even harder than he thought and he must overcome his troubled 
past before the magic fades or the trick will never be achieved.

Under Her Skin Under Her Skin by Jusne Dusseaux | France | 2018 | 18 min | A young man, shy and 
reserved, starts serving an old lady in a conned house. He’s going to be attracted by the 
life of this beautiful old classic dancer. The house and the memories attached to it are 
gradually going to take up a part of him.

A Glimpse by Tom Turner | UK | 2019 | 10 min | A blossoming relationship unfolds when 
two strangers have a chance encounter in a London cafe.

DDEAR THIRTY YEAR OLD ME by Vid Valic| Slovenia | 2018 | 25 min | A 30-something year 
old guy, still living a lifestyle of a teenager, tries to nd his purpose in solitude and in 
balancing stones that just won’t be balanced.

Rendezvous by Hiroki Utsunomiya | Japan | 2020 | 5 min | At the point of locked-down, 
Tokyo of the near future. Here is a place that used to be a mecca for dates. Nowadays, there 
are few people walking. In such a place, a girl is waiting alone for a man. However, what 
appeared there is a gas mask monster.

The GhoThe Ghost of Me and You by Ben Thompson | Scotland, UK | 2019 | 20 min | Tara lives an 
idyllic but lonely life with her globe-trotting boyfriend. This is unravelled by the discovery 
of an unfamiliar device which sends her to a parallel world; a rotten world where under dire 
circumstances her boyfriend, now her husband has become abusive. She must rescue her 
other self from devastation and inspire (herself) to ght back; whilst also questioning her 
impending marriage to a man that it would appear she knows very little about.

Online Screening with Q&A | 10.10 | 12 pm | TICKETS

BALKAN CINEMA COMPETITION

The Donbass Children (Дети Донбасса) by Lubomir Dankov | 
Documentary |  Bulgaria | 2019 | 60 mins | 
TThis is a movie about the Donbass war. You will hear the stories of 
so-called “ordinary people”. These people suffered from military strikes 
on civilian targets. They are victims of someone’s desire to wage war on 
their territory at all costs. 

Online Screening | 10.10 | 4 pm | TICKETS

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/shorts-competition-3/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/the-donbass-children-focus-on-balkan-cinema-competition/
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SATURDAY 10TH

FIRST FEATURE COMPETITION

Roen Ears (Zgniłe uszy) by Piotr Dylewski | 
2019 | Poland | 61 mins | 
Starring: Magdalena Celmer, Mikołaj Chroboczek, Michał Majnicz | 
Rotten Ears is a tale of a somewhat premature marital crisis cause by unfullled 
expectations and lack of communication. Yanek and Marzena will face their deepest 
ffears under the supervision of an unconventional therapist whose healing plan gets 
out of control. Reality will seem blurred, suppressed pretensions and understatements 
will turn against the protagonists. 

Online Screening | 10.10 | 6 pm | TICKETS

FEMALE PERSPECTIVE SHORTS 2

Alma in the HeAlma in the Herd by Agnese Làposi | Switzerland | 2019 | 25 min | Alma, thirteen years 
old, visits her older sister, who lives in a commune in the countryside. A stolen cow and a 
young man live in the garden of the house. The young girl struggles to come to terms 
with this new reality.

elephaelephant by Gladys San Juan | UK | 2020 | 15 min |elephant follows Nicole, a woman in 
her late 30s with a caring husband, two children and a good job. Nicole is also suffering 
from a depression that she is trying to keep secret. Over 24 hours, a series of otherwise 
minor events, coupled with Nicole’s dissociation, lead to a state of desperation.

CodCodea by Adaya Fiterman | Israel| 2019 | 12 min | Michael is a young musician who 
plays guitar for Nina, a well-known musician that recently got divorced. He’s also Nina’s 
life partner, and functions as a father to her daughter Lia, for the last year. Now Michael 
and Nina’s relationship is coming to an end, while they still play together.

The Turtles by Maya Wiers| UK | 2020 | 14 min | When shy Emma meets the exuberant 
Jeanie, she feels things she’s never experienced before. But there’s the slight problem of 
her clingy boyfriend Jamie…

My My Vagina Labyrinth by BadBadMeowMeow | Taiwan | 2019 | 5 min | Welcome to My 
Vagina Labyrinth. Use your nger to unlock my lust and get access into the world inside 
my body. Let’s nd the ORGASM in this maze. Come with me. A contemporary image of 
female body eroticism.

Terminated: Teeth & Tinder by Freya Billington | UK| 2019 | 5 min |A triptych swiping 
between the fallout of a marriage break up, middle-aged Tinder and a lost front tooth.

The LaThe Last Mermaid by Fi Kelly | Scotland, UK| 2019 | 16 min |Starring Janey Godley as 
vape-smoking, whisky-swigging middle-aged mermaid Pearl, hiding away on the banks 
of a remote Scottish loch as the owner of an aquatic fantasy sex-line site. Facing 
extinction, Pearl faces the ultimate dilemma. Co-starring Sanjeev Kohli (Still Game, Local 
Hero) and Gabriel Quigley (Glasgow Kiss, Patrick Melrose).

Online Screening with Q&A | 10.10 | 7.30 pm | TICKETS

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/rotten-ears-first-feature-competition/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/female-perspective-shorts-2/
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SUNDAY 11TH

FEMALE PERSPECTIVE COMPETITION

Mezquite’s Heart (Corazón de Mezquite) by Ana Laura Calderón | 
Mexico | 2019 | 72 mins | 
Starring: Ianis Guerrero, Mayrin Buimea, Alberta Yocupicio, Julio Valenzuela | 
LLucia is a yoreme girl, an indigenous people in Mexico. She wants to play the harp, but 
there is a problem: the harp symbolizes women and, according to her people’s tradition, 
women cannot touch one another. Her father, Fidel, who is a harpist, forbids her to play. 
Secretly, however, Lucia is taught by her grandfather. A community party is coming, but 
Fidel is injured. There is no one to play the harp at the celebration, and Lucia has to make 
a decision.

Online Screening | 11.10 | 12 pm | TICKETS

FEMALE PEFEMALE PERSPECTIVE SHORTS 3

A Trip with Mom by Sophie Shui | Taiwan | 2019 | 25 min | A family of four struggles 
with the pressures of economic strain and long-term care. After a police incident, Xia 
Changming takes his elderly mother travelling.

BRONAGH by Jessica Courtney Leen & Megan Haly | Ireland | 2020 | 13 min | Bronagh 
isolates herself in a foreign place to be alone with grief, but caught between imagination 
and reality she soon invents some contrary coping mechanisms.

FFractured by Saskia Coulson & Colin Tennant | UK | 2020 | 5 min | As the creation of our 
virtual worlds increase, our natural world is disappearing at an alarming rate. In the 
future, will these environments only exist as pixelated memories?

Growth by Allison Miller | US | 2019 | 12 min | A young woman copes with chronic pain 
via unconventional means while searching for a cure, but the cure presents a new and 
gruesome reality.

Burp Burp by Colee Burson | US | 2019 | 12 min | A feminist horror fantasia about a woman 
in modern day America who nds herself gaslit by relatives who have different politics 
and beliefs.

Oh, Woman by Sarah Tice | US | 2019 | 9 min | In the middle of the night, a Latina writes 
a letter to her husband explaining why she wants to join the suffrage movement.. and 
why she must leave him.

Dehlight by Indresh Singh & Rishabh Nayan | India, Australia | 2020 | 25 min |
DDehlight explores the lives of women living in a Delhi slum, with limited access 
to clean water and sufficient food. Two women empower the slum’s women and 
children with education, self-esteem, new skills, and support through the art of 
fashion.

Online Screening with Q&A | 11.10 | 1.30 pm | TICKETS

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/mezquite-s-heart-female-perspective-competition/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/female-perspective-shorts-3/
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SUNDAY 11TH

SHORTS COMPETITION 5

THE FALL by Jonathan Glazer | UK | 2020 | 8 min | Inspired by The Sleep of Reason 
Produces Monsters, an etching by Francisco Goya, THE FALL is a powerful short lm 
which invites its audience to project their preoccupations and interpretations.

STRASBOURG 1518 by Jonathan Glazer | UK | 2020 | 10 min | Jonathan Glazer’s 
short lm STRASBOURG 1518 features nine acclaimed dancers from around the 
wworld. Made during a global pandemic against the setting of lockdown, the lm 
directed and conceived by the lmmaker moves beyond the restricted categorisation 
of a ‘lockdown lm’ to explore the connection between history, memory, and movement.

WiFi in the Glen by Josh Hughes and Jake Lancaster | Scotland, UK | 2019 | 10 min | A 
lm set in one of the most remote communities in Europe, in Assynt in the Scottish 
Highlands. Amongst the storytellers, bards and musicians, technology has a strange and 
unusual place.

GuGuerpunks by Luke Arnold | UK | 2020 | 15 min | After losing her mother, a young girl 
turns to an unlikely role model for guidance.

SIN CIELO by Jianna Maarten | US | 2019 | 25 min | A young boy in a Mexican border 
town hustles any way he can to help his family but learns some very cruel realities when 
the girl he likes gets ‘disappeared’. Based on trues stories from La Frontera.

SSTICKER by Georgi M. Unkovski | Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of | 2020 | 19 
min | After an unsuccessful attempt to renew his car registration, Dejan falls in a 
bureaucratic trap that tests his determination to be a responsible father.

Once Upon A Time In … Sai Wan by Nate Ki | Hong Kong | 2019 | 23 min | In 1989, 
rumours spread amongst delivery drivers about Room 4E of the Sau Lai Building. Such 
rumours horried restaurant staff members nearby as they were afraid that they would 
receive call from the ghost someday.

Time Is A NagTime Is A Nagra by Sean Pecknold | US | 2019 | 5 min | A woman turns her and her 
husband into birds, and discovers the true reality of existence, but he just wants to hang 
out with her.

Online Screening with Q&A | 11.10 | 4 pm | TICKETS

FOCUS ON BALKAN CINEMA: SHORT FILMS

OmaOmarska by Varun Sasindran | France / Bosnia and Herzegovina | 2019 | 19́ | The 
lmmaker enters into conversation with the survivors of the Omarska concentration 
camp in Prijedor (Bosnia-Herzegovina). The lm begins with the recollection of their 
memories and eventually touches on the present situation of the former camp. 

FOR SALE by Apostolos Karoulas | Greece | 2019 | 18́ | Thanasis decides to sell his 
paternal home, where he lives, in order to get rid of his loneliness. When he will open 
a new door in this world though, his plans will take another turn. 

Concert Concert by Barbara Zemljič | Slovenia | 2019 | 11́ | Ajda is learning to play guitar with 
music teacher Mojca, whom she really likes. With her friend she prepares for concert, that 
will change her life. 

Online Screening with Q&A | 11.10 | 6.30 pm | TICKETS

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/shorts-competition-4/
https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/focus-on-balkan-cinema-shorts/
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SUNDAY 11TH

FOCUS ON BALKAN CINEMA COMPETITION

A Picture with Yuki by Lachezar Avramov | 
Bulgaria | 2019 | 110 mins | 
Starring: Kiki Sugino, Ruscen Vidinliev, Serafim Todorov | 
A Bulgarian man and his Japanese wife, who have met and got married while 
living as immigrants in Canada, are planning to have a baby and travel to 
BulBulgaria in order to begin an in vitro ferlisaon procedure. There, they get 
involved in a tragic incident which claims the life of a child. Nothing can be 
the same anymore.

Online Screening with Q&A | 11.10 | 8 pm | TICKETS

Thank you for joining #WoFF2020
Visit our website for trailers, posters, awards and addional info

woffglasgow.com 

https://www.citizenticket.co.uk/events/woff-world-of-film-international-festival/a-picture-with-yuki-focus-on-balkan-cinema-competition/



